EXPLANATIONS OF MAP FEATURES

- BRICK, STONE OR CONCRETE BLDG.
- METAL BLDG.
- FRAME BLDG.
- 5 STORY BLDG.
- 5 STORY & BASEMENT
- 5 STORY BLDG. WITH STORE
- FIREPROOF BLDG.
- ELEVATORS
- DEPTH OF MAIN BLDG.
- YEAR BLDG. COMPLETED
- HOOK INDICATES LOT CONTINUES THROUGH LINE

- SUBWAY & STATION

- NO LOT NUMBER, VALUE REFLECTED
- LOT NUMBER
- HOUSE NUMBER

- BLOCK NUMBER
- LOT DIMENSIONS
- BLOCK DIMENSIONS

- FIRE HYDRANT
- ELEVATION ABOVE HIGH WATER AT INTERSECTION OF STREET

- STREET WIDTH INCLUDING SIDEWALK

- OLD WATER COURSE
- OLD FARM LINE

- EASEMENT SHOWN AS INDICATED

- RAILROADS

- ADJOINING PLATE NUMBER

- OLD FARM NAME

- NUMBER OF FILED MAP IN REGISTERS OFFICE

- CONDOMINIUM LOT NUMBER

- AIR RIGHTS LOT NUMBER